DECOMPOSING PAIRS OF MODULES^)
BY

LAWRENCE S. LEVY

Since every module can be represented as a homomorphic image U = f(M)
of a projective module M, it seems natural to enquire under what conditions
a decomposition

(1)

Í/=1^0

•■•©[/„

arises from a decomposition of the entire representation :

(2)

M = M'y@-@M'n with f(M'i) = U,.

Further, we can ask for which decompositions M = My © ■■■
© M„ can we choose

M'ys M t in (2)?
We will call an ^-module U semiprimary if the ring of multiplications of R on
[7/rad U is semisimple with minimum condition and U is finitely generated. (All
modules considered in this paper will be unitary.) Our Main Theorem 1.2 states

that if f:M = My © ••• © M„ onto U = Vy + •■•+ Un is a homomorphism of
R-modules with M projective and each U¡ semiprimary, and if, for each i there is
some homomorphism of M¡ onto U;, then there is a decomposition (2) for which
M't = M¡. Note that the sum Ut + ••■need not be direct.
The main theorem is applied to sharpen a theorem of Steinitz, Chevalley, and
others [7, Theorem 22.12] which states that if JV is a submodule of a finitely
generated, torsion-free (hence projective) module M over a Dedekind
domain R such that M/N is a torsion module, then there exist decompositions

M = My® ••• ©M„ (Mt s an ideal of R) and JV= EyMy © •••© E„Mn (£,- = an
ideal). The present contribution to this theorem (Corollary 1.10) is that
Mlt»-, M„_! can be chosen isomorphic to arbitrary nonzero ideals and the ideals
E¡ can be chosen subject only to the restriction M/N ¡S RjEy © ••• © R/E„. This
sharpened version of the theorem turns out to have a more abstract (and slightly
more general) formulation (Corollary 1.9): if JV¡is a submodule of a projective

module M; (still over a Dedekind domain) such that MJNi& M2/JV2= finitely
generated, then Mt s M2 if and only if Ny = N2; and when the conditions
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hold there is an isomorphism of My onto M2 which carries Ny onto N2. We show
that both the classical and abstract forms of this theorem can be reformulated in
the more general context of projective modules of rank 1 over a ccmmutative ring,
and that it is possible (in this more general context) to consider simultaneously
a module and several of its submodules (Theorem 1.6 and Remarks

1.11).
A curious consequence of the main theorem (Corollary 1.12) is: given a homomorphism of a ring onto a semiprimary ring, if some finite orthogonal set of
idempotents can be lifted, then so can every orthogonal set of idempotents isomorphic to them.
If the ring R has minimum condition, we are able to extend the main theorem
to handle infinite direct sums in (1) and (2) (Lemma 2.2). The motivation for
considering this case is a theorem of Kaplansky [9, Theorem 13.3] that for each
submodule U of a free module M over a principal ideal ring with minimum condition there are sets of elements m¡ of M and x¡ of R such that M = Z©Fm¡ and
U = Z © Rx¡m¡. It is not hard to see that each Rm¡ can be chosen indecomposable.
We show that every free (or, more generally, projective) left and right F-module
has this indecomposable simultaneous basis property if and only if R is one of
Nakayama's generalized uniserial rings (Theorem 2.5); and that if F is a principal
ideal ring with minimum condition, then every (finite or infinite) direct sum
decomposition U = Zie»©l7; of every submodule or homomorphic image U
of a projective F-module M can be lifted to M ( Theorem 2.4).
The proof of all the above results depends heavily on the hypothesis that M be
projective. Concerning the necessity of this hypothesis we have the following
partial result (Theorem 2.6): let M be a direct sum of cyclic torsion modules
over a Dedekind domain R. The following are equivalent: (1) Every direct sum»
decomposition of every homomorphic image of M can be lifted; (2) Every direct
sum decomposition of every submodule of M can be lifted ; (3) Every primary
component of M is homogeneous (i.e. the direct sum of mutually isomorphic
cyclic modules). Note that condition (3) implies that each primary component
is a free module over a ring of the form RjPe.
Finally, we turn (in §3) to the question of uniqueness in suitably refined pairs
of decompositions. The first result is: let / : M onto U = £ie, © U¡ be a homomorphism of F-modules for which there exist two minimal liftings

M = M0®(

I ®M)\

(that is, for i =¿0, f(M) = U¡ =f(N)

=JV0© ( I ®N¡\

with no submodule other than M¡ and N¡

themselves mapping onto U¡ ; and f(M0) = 0 =f(N0)). Suppose, for each i j= 0
that every minimal epimorphism of M¡ onto itself is 1-1 (a condition satisfied
whenever M¡ is projective or noetherian). Then M0 s N0, and for each i # 0,
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M¡ £ JV¡ over U¡. A dual result is given concerning lifting decompositions

of

submodules.
1. Finite decompositions. We will call a left R-module U semiprimary if U
is finitely generated and if the ring of multiplications of R on U/tad U satisfies the
left minimum condition (hence is semisimple with minimum condition). It is easy
to check that a finitely generated K-module U is semiprimary if and only if
J(U/tad U) = 0 for some 2-sided ideal J such that R/J satisfies the left minimum
condition.
Examples 1.1. (1) RR is semiprimary if and only if the ring R/tadR is semisimple with minimum condition. Such rings are often called semiprimary rings.
In particular, a commutative ring is semiprimary if and only if it has only a finite
number of maximal ideals.
(2) Every finitely generated module U over a semiprimary ring R is semiprimary: Since U/tad U is contained in a (complete) direct product of simple

modules, it follows that (tadR)(U/xad U) = 0. But by hypothesis R/tadR satisfies
the minimum condition.
(3) Over a commutative ring R every module U of finite (composition) length
is semiprimary: if U is cyclic, say U = R/J, then U is a module over the semiprimary ring R/J. For the general case U = Ruy + -■•+ Ru„ where Ru¡ ^ R¡J¡
we can either use Lemma 1.3 below or observe directly that R¡(Jy n ••■riJ„)
is a ring with minimum condition.

Main Theorem 1.2(2). Let /: M = Mj © ••• ©M„-»l/=

U\ + ■•■+ C/„ be

an epimorphism of modules over a ring R with each M¡ projective and each U¡
semiprimary. Suppose, for each i, that there is an epimorphism of M¡ onto U¡.
Then there is a decomposition M = M'y © ••• © M'n for which f(M¡) = U¡ and

m; £ My.
The proof will follow three lemmas. The second and third will provide methods
of "exchanging" direct summands by means of the following easily verified
statement: If /(-modules M = A@B and an /(-homomorphism
cb:A^>B ate

given, then M = (1 + cb)A© B.
Lemma 1.3. Every homomorphic image of a semiprimary module is semiprimary. If Uy,---,Un are semiprimary submodules of some module then so is
Uy + -

+ Un.

Proof. For every homomorphism
f:U-*V
of K-modules we have
/(rad U) £ rad V [4, Proposition 2, p. 64]. Hence if f(U) = V, there is also an
epimorphism /: U/tad U-» V/tad V. If U is semiprimary there is a 2-sided ideal J
(2) The author is indebted to E. Matlis, D. Zelinsky, and the referee for many suggestions
which led to the present version of this theorem.
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such that R/J satisfies the minimum condition and J(U¡rad U) = 0. Applying /
shows that then J(V¡rad V) = 0 so that V is semiprimary.
Note that if Ay and A2 are 2-sided ideals of F such that each R/A¡ satisfies the
left minimum condition, then so does the ring R¡(Ay n ^42), for the left ideals of
all three rings coincide with their left F-submodules, and there is an obvious
F-monomorphism of R/(Ay (~>A2)into R/Ay ®R/A2.
It is sufficient to prove the second assertion for the case n = 2. Furthermore,
since Vy + U2 is a homomorphic image of U y © L72, it is sufficient to prove
that U = Uy © t72 is semiprimary. The first sentence of this proof implies that
rad( ) is an additive (covariant) functor. Hence rad (171 © U2 = rad Uy ©rad U2
[5, Proposition 1, p. 19]. Letting At = ann([/i/rad U) we see that

(Ay D A2)(U¡rad U) s (Ay n A2)(Uy¡rad 17. © l72/rad Vf) = 0
so that, since each R/A¡ satisfies the left minimum condition, so does R¡(Ay n Af).
Thus 17is semiprimary.

Lemma 1.4. Let f:M

= P®N—»Ube

an R-module epimorphism, with P

projective and U semiprimary.
Suppose that there is an epimorphism of P
onto U. Then there is a homomorphism ep: P -* N such that f(l + ep)P = U.

Proof. Consider, first, the case that F, N, and U are semisimple (F need not be
projective here) and construct the diagram below as follows : let f(P) = V and
write F = Py ©F2 where Py = ker(f: F-» V) and hence / is 1-1 on F2. Then

write N = JV' ®N3 where N3 = ker(f : N ->■U) and / is 1-1 on JV'. Finally, let
IT be a submodule of f(N') such that U = V © W and write N' = Ny © N2
where f(Nf) = W and / is 1-1 on N2 (since it is 1-1 on N').
M = Py@P2®Ny@N2®N3

(1) / I

i

*•

N»"

u =

V

(f is 1-1 on P2 and Nf).

I

^

®w

Since F is semisimple, the existence of an epimorphism F—» U implies that l/is
isomorphic to a direct summand of F. Since further, 17 and hence V is finitely
generated, the isomorphism F2 ^ V implies that W is isomorphic to a direct
summand(3) of Py. Hence there is an epimorphism ep of Py onto N2 (which is

S W); and if we define eb(Pf) = 0 we obtain the desired eb:P-+N such that
/(l + eb)P= U.
Now we consider the general case. If ef>is any homomorphism : F -> N and v is
the natural homomorphism:
U-> 17/rad 17, then to show that /(1 + $)P=17
it is sufficient (since Í7 is finitely generated) to show that v/(l -I- eb)P = 17/rad U
[4, Corollary 3, p. 64]. Hence we suppose, from now on, that rad U = 0.
(3) This statement ,as well as the lemma and the theorem are actually false if V is not finitely
generated. A counterexample is readily constructed with the help of (1).
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In the diagram below, let P = P/(ann U)P, Ñ = JV/(ann U)JV, let each v¡ denote
the natural homomorphism, and let /be the map which makes the triangle at the
bottom commute (/exists since/(ker v2)=/(ann U)P®f (ann l/)JV£(ann U)U = 0).
Note that P, Ñ and U are modules over the ring Rjann U which is, by hypothesis,
semisimple with minimum condition. Hence these modules are semisimple and
there is a homomorphism <¡5
: P -* Ñ such that /(l + cß)P = U. Since Pisa projective
.R-module, there is a map cb: P-+ N such that v2cj>= cßvy(see the diagram again).

1 + cb

(2)

1+cb

i
P®N

-» P®N

/

/
U

Commutativity of the diagram (2) now shows that f(l + 4>)P =/(l
completing the proof.

+ cß)P = U,

Lemma 1.5. Let f: JV© P—»A be an R-module epimorphism with P projective

and /(JV) = A. Then there is a homomorphism cb:P-> JVsuch that f (I + cb)P = 0.
Proof. Since P is projective there is a cb: P -» JVsuch that the following diagram
commutes.

-cb

N

f

f
->>

Then, on P, / = -/</>. In other words, /(l + cb)P = 0.
Proof of the Theorem. Writing f:My®(M2®---®Mn)—»Uy+(U2

+ --- + U„)
and recalling that a sum of semiprimary modules is again semiprimary (Lemma 1.3),
we see that it suffices to prove the theorem for n = 2. In addition, recall that given
any decomposition M = A © B and homomorphism cb: A^B
we also have

M = (1 + cb)A© B. Note that A s (1 + </>)A.
Let v be the natural homomorphism of U onto Üy = U"/î/2. By Lemma 1.3, Í7is
semiprimary. Hence, by applying Lemma 1.4 to the situation v/: My®M2—»Üy
we can exchange My for a summand isomorphic to it (which we will again call My)
such that vf(My) = Ut. Then by Lemma 1.5 we can obtain a new M2 such that

v/(M2) = 0, that is, f(M2) £ (72.
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= M2©(/-1(l72)nM1)-»L72

to obtain a new M2 such that f(Mf) = U2 (note that since ep: M2 -*f~' ( L72)Pi My
is also a map: M2 -> My we still have M = M2 ® My).
Let p be the natural homomorphism of U onto Ü2 = U¡Uy. Then applying

Lemma1.5 to pf: My®M2—>>
Ü2we obtain pfiMf) = 0 so that fiMf) £ Uy.
Finally, by applying to f~1iUl) the same argument used in (1) above we obtain
fiMf) = Uy and complete the proof of the theorem.
The following theorem and its corollaries are intended to illustrate the type
of information which can be obtained from the main theorem.
Recall that a projective module M over a commutative ring R has rank 1 if it is
finitely generated, and if for every maximal ideal F of R, the FP-module MP is
free of rank 1. We will call a module local if it has exactly one maximal submodule.
Note that if R is commutative, every cyclic module of finite icomposition) length
is a direct sum of local modules [3, Corollary 1, p. 151].
Theorem 1.6. Let M be a direct sum of projective modules of rank 1 over a
commutative ring R, and let H¡ and K¡ (i = l,---,r) be submodules such that

M¡H¡ ^ M¡K¡ = direct sum of a finite number of cyclic, local modules
and such that the natural homomorphism s : AÍ-» T.®M¡H¡ and M-» Z©M//C;
are epimorphisms. Then there is an automorphism a of M such that o(H¡) = K¡
for all i (in particular each H, = K).

The proof will use two lemmas, the first of which establishes the theorem if M
is itself projective of rank 1. An arithmetic proof of this lemma, for the case of

Dedekind domains, is given in [7, Corollary 18.24].
Lemma 1.7. Let M be a projective module of rank 1 over a commutative ring

R. Then
(1) Every submodule of M has the form EM for some unique ideal E ofR.
(2) M ¡EM s R/E whenever one of the sides is semiprimary.

Proof. We first show that for every / : M -» R and m, m' in M, we have

(3)

(fm)m' = (fm')m.

To establish this it is sufficient to show, for every maximal ideal F of R, that
[(fm)m']p = [(/m')m]P [2, Corollary 1, p. 112]. Writing fP for the map: MP->•£»,
induced by/we can rewrite the desired equality in the form (fPmP)m'P=(ffm'P)mP.
Since the FP-module MP is free of rank 1, we have reduced the proof of (3) to the
case M ^ R, and hence to the case M = R. But here the result is obvious, since /
is merely a multiplication by an element of R.
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Let M* = homR(M,R), and for a submodule JV of M, let M*N be the idea
of R consisting of all sums of elements of the form f(n) (f in M*, n in N). Since

M is projective of rank 1, M*M = R [2, Theorem 3, p.143]. Hence, if JVis a submodule of M the previous paragraph shows that N = (M*M)N = (M*N)M.
To obtain uniqueness of £ ( = M*N) in (1), suppose EM = FM and apply M* ,
getting £ = F.
To obtain (2) first note that for every ideal E of R,

(4)

R/E <E)R
M S MIEM (under (r + E)<g>m-*rm + EM),

and recall that a commutative ring is semiprimary if and only if it is semilocal
(Example 1.1 (1)). If R/E is semiprimary, (4) shows that M/EM is projective of rank
1 over the semilocal ring R/E [2, Proposition 4, p. 142] and hence free of rank 1

•over R/E [2, Proposition 5, p. 143] ; that is, M/EM £ R/E.
Finally we obtain (2) for the case that M/EM is semiprimary. It will be sufficient
to show that M/EM is cyclic, say = /?/F; for then by the previous paragraph

M/EM s R/F S M/FM showing £ = F (the annihilator of the left side is £).
Since M is finitely generated, it is sufficient to show that M/EM modulo its radical
is cyclic. The radical has the form GM/EM by (1). Hence it is sufficient to show
that MjGM is cyclic. But the ring of multiplications of R on M/GM is isomorphic
to R/G. Thus, R/G has minimum condition (hence is semiprimary) so that, by the
previous paragraph, M/GM^R/G is cyclic.

Lemma 1.8. Suppose there is an epimorphism

f:My®--®

M„->>U = Rvy© •■•© Rvt

(Rv¡s R/E¡ # 0)

where each M¡ is projective of rank 1 and each E¡ is contained

in exactly

one

maximal ideal P¡. Then
(1) Every finitely generated submodule of U is semiprimary.

(2) IfPy =P2 = •■•= P„ then t ^ n.
(3) If Py, —,Pt are all distinct, then R(vt -\-h

vt) = Rvt © ••• ®Rvt.

(4) IfU=Vy@---®Vr
where each V¡ is a sum ofRv¡'s, then there is a decomposition U = Ruy® ■■■
®Ru„ such that the projections u¡j of u¡ in Vj satisfy
Vj = Ruyj®--®Runj.

Proof. To establish (1) let £ = EyC\ ••• C\Et. Then the only maximal ideals
which contain £ are the P¡ (any maximal ideal containing £ 2 £i£2 ••• Et would
contain some £,). Hence R/E is a semiprimary ring and every finitely generated
submodule of the R/E-module U is semiprimary (Example 1.1).
To obtain (2) note that by (1) each f(M¡) is semiprimary, and hence cyclic
(Lemma 1.7). Hence U can be generated by n elements. This shows that the t
dimensional vector space U/PyU over the field R/Py is generated by n elements,

so that t < n.
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To obtain (3) note that for i ^j, E¡ + E¡ = R (by hypothesis no maximal ideal
contains both E¡ and Ef), so that by one of the forms of the Chinese Remainder

Theorem, R¡(Ey n •••n £,) =; Z/=1 ®R¡E¡.
To obtain (4), change the notation so that Py,-,Pq
are all of the distinct
maximal ideals associated with the summands Rvh, and for each k let

I © Run I © I I © Ru[2j © •••

(«5 e Vj, ukj= some v„)

be all of these local summands associated with Ft. By (2) we have s(/c)-I-i(fc)4— ^ n.
Hence we can build a q x n matrix of modules with the properties (i) each Ruk¡
appears exactly once as an entry in row k, and (ii) the remaining entries in row k
(if any) are zero. By (3), the sum of the modules in each column of this matrix will
be cyclic, say Ru¡ for column i, and will be generated by the sum u¡ of the generators
appearing in the column. The decomposition U = Ruy © ••• ®Ru„ has the
desired properties.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. First observe that given any epimorphism

f:My®M2®->>L71©L72©.-.

with each fiM¡)=U¡,

we have kerf

Z® kerif : M¡-»Ud.
Let 17 be a module isomorphic to X © M¡H¡ s Z © M¡Kj. By hypothesis
there exist epimorphisms f: M—» U suchthat ker/t = C\jHj afid ker/2 = C)jKj,

and U = Vy® ■■■
®Vr where (p7-being the projection map) PjfyiM) = V}= Pjf2iM)
and kerpjfy = Hj, ker p¡f2 = K¡.
Consider, first, the case that M is the direct sum of a finite number n of projective
modules of rank 1, say M = My © ••• ©Mn. Letting p} be the projection map:
U -* Vj, we can apply Lemma 1.8 to obtain decompositions

U = Ruy®---®Run

P/m)=

uu

Pj {
Vj = Ruyj® ■■■
®Ru„j

Ru¡j = R¡EU ^ semiprimary.

Now we apply the main theorem to obtain decompositions

= M'y®-®M;

M = M'¡®--- ®M'n

with fyiM'i) = Ru¡ =f2(M"i) and M¡ ^M¡Z M'¡ (the required

epimorphisms: M¡—»Ru¡ exist by Lemma 1.7). Let er be any automorphism

of M

such that a(M',) = M¡.
Since Pjfy(M'¡) = Ruu = Pjf2(M") we see that

Hj = ker (Pjf) =î

@ ker (Pjfy: Mf -» Ru¡j) = ¿ © EtJM¡j
i= 1

i= 1

(the extreme right-hand side by Lemma 1.7), and similarly K} = £?=i © EtJM^. It
now follows that er(Hf) = Kj.
Consider, finally, the case that M is the direct sum of an infinite number of
modules of rank 1, and suppose that U is the direct sum of n cyclic, local modules.
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Then M = L® N where L is the direct sum of n modules of rank 1. By Lemma 1.7
there is an epimorphism: L—»U. Hence, by the main theorem, applied to

f:M = L® JV-» U ® 0 (i = 1,2) we obtain M = L¡®Ni with eachf(Lt) = U,
f¡(N¡) = 0, and L , £ L, N¡ =%
N. We now have each Hj = H- ® Ny and K¡=Kj ®N2
with Hj £ Lt and K'j £ L2. Identifying Lt and L2 we achieve a reduction to the
finite case and complete the proof.

Corollary
1.9. Let JV¡ be a submodule of a projective module M¡ (i = 1,2)
over a Dedekind domain R, and suppose

(1)

My/Ny £ M2/N2 = finitely generated.

Then My = M2 if and only if Ny s JV2. When the conditions hold there is an
isomorphism a of My onto M2 such that a(Ny) = JV2.

Proof. Since R is a Dedekind domain, every projective .R-module is isomorphic
to the (weak) direct sum of ideals of R [5, Theorem 5.3, p. 13 and p. 134]. Let J
and K be direct sums of collections {J¡: ieA} and {K^ieB}
respectively of
nonzero ideals of R (we allow J¡ = Jh and K¡ = Kh for i # h). If the index set A is
finite, then J g K if and only if card A = card B and Y\ieAJi = u FT¡s BK¡ (]T means
"product in R") for some « ^ 0 in the field of fractions of R; while if A is
infinite then J is /ree of rank card A, so that J s K if and only if card A=card B [8].
One immediate consequence of these facts is the "cancellation" theorem: if J and
K ate direct sums of ideals of R and L is the direct sum of a finite number of ideals

of R, then J@L^K®L

implies J £ K.

If rank My is infinite, then (1) shows that rank JVX= rankM: so that Mx s JVt
by the theorems in the previous paragraph. Hence either hypothesis My £ M2 or
Ny £ JV2implies the other.
If rank My is finite, first note that by Schanuel's Lemma(4) and (1) we have
My®N2^
M2 © Ny. The cancellation theorem quoted above now shows that

either hypothesis My s M2 or Ny s JV2implies the other.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we now suppose Mt £ M2 and wish
to find an isomorphism a of My onto M2 such that cr(Ny) = JV2.Let U be a module
isomorphic to both My/Ny and M2jN2, and for i = 1,2 choose an epimorphism

f: M¡->> U with ker/ = JV¡.We can write U in the form 17= P © T with T the
torsion submodule of U and P projective [8].
Let h¡: M¡ —»P be the composition of / with the projection map : U —» P. Since
P is projective, M¡ = P¡®keth¡ with PyS P ^ P2. Our cancellation theorem
(4) Schanuel's Lemma. Given two homomorphisms f, : Mt onto U (i = 1,2) (modules over
any ring) with each M¡ projective, then My © ker/2 = M2 © ker/i. For a proof, which seems
to be available only in unpublished notes, let 7"= {(my, m2) :fy(my) =/2 (m2)}. Then the homomorphism (my,m2)-*my sends T onto the projective module My and its kernel is (0, ker/2)

S ker/2. Hence ÍSMJ

ker/2. Similarly, T£ M2®kerfy.
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then shows ker/i, = keth2. Since JV,= ker/¡ £ ker/i, we can define a to be any
isomorphism of Py onto P2 and thereby reduce the proof to the case P = 0.
U is now a torsion module, and hence the direct sum of a finite number of modules
of the form R/Pe for various maximal ideals P and exponents e. Since these are
cyclic, local modules, the theorem completes the proof of the corollary.
We can now easily obtain our completed version of the Steinitz-Chevalley

theorem.
Corollary
1.10. Let JVbe a submodule ofa finitely generated projective module
M over a Dedekind domain R, and suppose M/N is a torsion module. Then there
exist decompositions

(1)

M = My®-®Mn

(2)

JV = EyMy®-®EBM„

where My,---,M„-y

(M, £ ideal # 0)

(£, = ideal ^ 0)

can be chosen isomorphic to arbitrary

nonzero ideals and

the £, can be prescribed provided only that M/N S R/E y © ••• © R/£„.
Before beginning the proof we note that neither of the restrictions at the end
of the corollary can be omitted: given arbitrary nonzero ideals Ky,---,K„_y there
exists an ideal K„, unique up to isomorphism, such that M £ ¿Z"=y © K¡ (see the
structure theorem quoted in the proof of 1.9) ; and (1) and (2) together with Lemma

1.7 show that M/N^ E©R/£¡. Observe, also, that by Lemma 1.8(4), M/N is a
direct sum of n cyclic modules, i.e., ideals E¡ exist such that M/N s £?= i © R/E¡.
Proof. Choose a decomposition M = M[® •■■© M'„ with M'¡ isomorphic to a
prescribed ideal (i = i,—,n - 1), and ideals £, such that M/N £ £¡"=1 ©/?/£,;
and set H = EyM[ © ••• © EnM'n.
Since M/H £ M/N (Lemma 1.7) the previous corollary (or Theorem 1.6)
shows that there is an automorphism a of M such that a(H) = JV. But then
N = Eyo(M'y) © ••• ©£„<t(M') so we have proved the corollary with M, = a(M'i).
Remarks 1.11. A close look at the proof of the above corollary shows that it
and Theorem 1.6 are actually equivalent when R is a Dedekind domain, M is
finitely generated, and r = 1. Thus, essentially, the same proof as in the above
corollary would establish the more general result (here r = 2): let L and JV be
submodules of a projective module M = M[®---®M'n
(R commutative) with

each M'¡ of rank 1. Suppose that L + JV= M and that both M/L and M/N are
direct sums of cyclic, local modules. Then there exist decompositions

M = My®-®Mtt
L = EyMy@-®E„Mn

(M,£M,'),
N = FyMy®-®F„Mn.

However, here, and especially when more than two submodules L,N,--- ate in-
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volved, it is awkward to specify the exact amount of choice that exists for E¡ and F¡.
Therefore we have preferred to state the more abstract version given in Theorem 1.6.
For our final application of the main theorem, recall that we call a ring 5 semiprimary if S/radS is semisimple with minimum condition. Two idempotents
d, e of a ring R are called isomorphic id s e) if there exist elements x, y in R such
that xy = d and yx = e. This is equivalent to saying Rd s Re (as F-modules).

Corollary
1.12 (to the Main Theorem). Let f be a homomorphism of a ring
R onto a semiprimary ring S, and suppose some orthogonal set dy,---,dn of
idempotents of S can be lifted to an orthogonal set dy, ••», d„ of idempotents
in R. Then every orthogonal set ëy,---,ë„ of idempotents of S with é(3É d¡ can
be lifted to orthogonal idempotents ey,---,en in R with e¡ = d¡.
Proof. Let v be the natural homomorphism of S onto S/rad 5 which is semisimple with minimum condition, and note that for idempotents d, ë of S we have
d=ëif and only if v(d) £ v(ê)(this follows either from the fact that Sdis a projective cover for 5v(J) or from [Jacobson, Structure of rings, Proposition III.8.1]).
Consequently we have the cancellation theorem: if dy + d2 s ëy + ë2 (all idpts.

of S with d2dy = dyd2 = 0 = ëyë2 = ë2èf) and dy = ëy, then d2 ^ ë2.
Returning to the notation of the corollary, let d„+1= 1 — Ef=i d¡, d„+y=fidn+f)
= 1 — £¡"=1 d¡, and ë„+1 = 1 — E¡"=i»?¡.Then the preceding paragraph shows that
d„+1 s ë„+1. Since Sis a semiprimary F-module (scalar multiplication being given
by rs = fir)s), and since, for each i, there is an F-epimorphism : Rd¡—» Re¡ (rf¡^ ë)
we can apply the main theorem to the situation /: R = Rdy ®---®Rd„+1—»S =
Rëy © ■••®Rën+1 to obtain a new decomposition R = Rey ® ••• ©Fe„+1 with {e,}
an orthogonal set of idempotents, e¡ ^ d¡, f{Re) = Re¡ and ZiB+1e¡= 1. Finally,,
from T,y+ 1f(e¡)=f(l) = T,"+1e¡ and directness of Z© Re¡ we conclude f(e¡) = e¡
for each i.
2. Simultaneous bases. Let R be any ring. We will call a module homomorphism
/ : M onto U a minimal epimorphism if no submodule of M other than M itself
maps onto all of U. Given a homomorphism / : M onto U = 2ie / © 17, we will

call a decomposition M = M0® T,iei®M¡ a minimal lifting if fiMf) = 0
and if for each i # 0, /(M¡) = U¡ where each / : M¡ -> 17, is a minimal epimor-

phism.
Lemma 2.1. Let f: M onto U be a homomorphism of left modules over a ring^
R with the left minimum condition. Then f is a minimal epimorphism if and

only if kerf E (radF)M.
Proof. Suppose that ker/ £ (radF)M and /(L) = U for a submodule L of M.

Then M = L + (rad R)M. Substituting L + (radF)M for M on the right-hand
side we get M = L 4- (radF)2M = L + (radF)3M = •••. Since rad F is nilpotent
this yields M = L so that / is minimal.
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Conversely, suppose that / is minimal, and consider the homomorphism /induced by the following diagram

M--->

U

M/(radR)M —¿-* U/(tadR)U
where the vertical arrows represent natural homomorphisms and hence, by the
preceding paragraph, are minimal epimorphisms. It follows that /is also a minimal
epimorphism.
Since M/(rad R)M (which is a module over R/(rad R)) is semisimple, ker/ is a
direct summand of it, and minimality of / then shows ker / = 0. Hence

ker/ £ (rad R)M.
A notion we will need in the next lemma is that of a projective cover of a module
U, that is, a minimal epimorphism f:P-*U
where P is projective. It is easy to see
that projective covers, when they exist, have the following uniqueness property:
If g:ß-> U is another projective cover of U, then there is an isomorphism h: P

onto Q such that / = gh.
Lemma 2.2. Let M be a projective left module over a ring R with the left
minimum condition. Then every (finite or infinite) direct sum decomposition of
every homomorphic image of M has a minimal lifting.
Proof. Let / : M onto U = Z,e/ © U¡ be given. For each i let g¡: P, onto Í7,
be a projective cover of U¡ (which exists since R satisfies the left minimum condition [1, Theorem P]), consider each P, to be a submodule of the direct sum P
of all of all of them, and let g:P onto U be the direct sum of the maps g¡. By
Lemma 2.1, g: P-* U is a minimal epimorphism. Projectivity of M implies the
existence of a homomorphism h, in the following diagram, such that / = gh.

M->P

P,

/\

^g

U

(minimal)

g

C7,

Then g(h(M)) = U together with minimality of g implies that h(M) = P, and
projectivity of P then implies M = (kern) © M' for some M'. Finally, the desired
minimal lifting is M = M0© Z¡e/©M¡ where M0 = kern and M, is the submodule of M' which is carried by n onto P, (h is one-to-one on M').
Remark. The two preceding lemmas are valid under the weaker hypothesis
that R satisfy the minimum condition on principal right ideals (see 1, pp. 473-474
for the method of using T-nilpotence instead of nilpotence of the radical in Lemma
2.1 above) but we will not need the more general results here.
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U = HieI®U¡bea
submodule of a module M over a ring R. By an essentia I
of the decomposition of U we mean a decomposition M = M0 © Zie »© Mf
each M¡ is an essential extension of U¡ (i ^ 0). The following lemma is dual
preceding one.

Lemma 2.3. Let M be an injective module over a left noetherian ring R. Then
every direct sum decomposition of every submodule of M has an esential lifting.
Proof. Let U = £¡ei©

U¡ be a submodule of M and for each i el choose an

injective hull M¡ of U¡ in M [7, Theorem 54.13]. Note that the sum 2,-e/M,- is
direct: if there were a nontrivial relation zZm¡ = 0 (m»e M¡, only a finite number
of terms nonzero) we could obtain another nontrivial relation £rnj,. = 0 in which
each rm¡ e Ut by repeated use of the fact that M¡ is an essential extension of U¡.
Since all left ideals of R are finitely generated, M' = 2¡e/©M¡

is injective

[5, Chapter 1, Theorem 3.2] and hence M = M0 © £ , ¡ © M¡ as desired.
Theorem 2.4. LetR be a left and right principal ideal ring with the left and right
minimum condition, and let M be a projective R-module. Then every direct sum
decomposition of every homomorphic image or submodule of M can be lifted, and
the lifted decomposition can be chosen to be minimal and essential, respectively.

Proof. The statement about homomorphic images is a special case of Lemma
2.2. To obtain the statement about submodules note that F is a quasi-frobenius
ring [13, Theorem 16], and over such a ring every projective module is injective
[10, Corollary 5.3]. Hence Lemma 2.3 completes the proof.
By a generalized uniserial ring we mean a ring R with the left and right R minimum condition such that every indecomposable left ideal Re as well as every
indecomposable right ideal eR where e2 = e has exactly one composition series.
The composition series of Re is then necessarily Re =>(radF)e =>(radF)2e =>■••is 0 ;
and every submodule of Re is cyclic, for if xe(radF)fe but x^(radF)t+1e, then
Fx = (radF)'e.
Recall that a module M has the indecomposable simultaneous basis property
if for every submodule JVof M there exist elements m¡ in M and x( in R such that
M = Z © Rm¡, N = ~L© Rxpni and each Rm¡ is indecomposable.
Theorem 2.5. For a ring R the following are equivalent,
il) Every projectivei5) left R-module and every projective right R-module
has the indecomposable simultaneous basis property.
(2) R is a generalized uniserial ring.

Proof. (1) =>(2). Condition (1) implies that every left and every right F-module
is a direct sum of cyclic modules. Hence, by a theorem of Chase [6, Theorem 4.4],
R satisfies the left and right minimum conditions. Condition (1) further implies
(5) This theorem remains true if free is substituted for projective at this point. The proof
is the same in both cases.
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that every left module is the direct sum of homomorphic images of indecomposable
modules of the form Re (e2 = e e R), and a similar statement for right modules.
But a theorem of Nakayama [12] asserts that among rings with left and right
minimum condition only generalized uniserial rings have this property.
(2) =>(1). Let JV be a submodule of a projective left module M over the generalized uniserial ring R, and let / be the natural homomorphism of M onto
U= M/N. Nakayama has shown [13, Appendix]; or [11] that U has a decomposition U = 2ZisI®Ru¡ where each Ru¿ is a homomorphic image of an indecomposable left ideal Re¡ (e2 = e¡). By Lemma 2.2 there is a minimal lifting of this
decomposition of U, M = M0 ® Z, e / © M,. The kernel of the homomorphism :
Re¡ onto Ru, is contained in (radR)e, and hence the map is a minimal epimorphism (Lemma 2.1). Uniqueness of the projective cover then shows M, £ Re¡,

say, M, = Rm¡ (i ¿ 0).
Since f(M0) = 0 and f(Rm¡) = Ru, for i # 0, it is easy to see that

JV= ker/ = M0 © Z © (Rm¡ n ker/)
¡e/

(see the first paragraph of the proof of 1.13). Since every submodule of Re¡ is
cyclic, the same is true of Rm¡, say, Rm¡ n ker/ = Rx¡m¡. A second application
of Nakayama's theorem gives a decomposition M0 = 2ZieJ®Rm¡.
Thus we have our indecomposable simultaneous basis:

M=

£
isluj

© Rm, and JV= ( £ © Rm¡ I © (Z
\teJ

I

© Rx¡m¡ ■

Viel

Theorem 2.6. Let M be a direct sum of cyclic torsion modules over a Dedekind
domain R. The following are equivalent.
(1) Every direct sum decomposition of every homomorphic image of M can

be lifted.
(2) Every direct sum decomposition of every submodule of M can be lifted.
(3) Each primary component of M is homogeneous (i.e., the direct sum of
mutually isomorphic cyclic modules).
When the conditions hold the liftings in (1) and (2) can be chosen to be minimal
and essential respectively.

Proof. Since the decomposition of M into the direct sum of its primary components induces primary decompositions of all the homomorphic images and
submodules of M, it is sufficient to consider the case that M itself is primary, say
with respect to the maximal ideal P.
Now suppose (3) holds. Then M is the direct sum of copies of R¡Pe for some
fixed e. In other words M is a free R/Pc-module. Since R[Pe is a principal ideal
ring with minimal condition (Its only ideals are P'/Pe where O^t^e),
conditions
(1) and (2) and the supplementary statement are consequences of Theorem 2.4.
(1) =>(3). Suppose that (3) is false, that is (since M is primary), suppose that M
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has two nonisomorphic
cyclic summands, say M= Z e] © Rm¡ where
Rmy 3 R¡Pdand Rm2 S F/Fe (1 ^ d < e). (The index set / need not be countable.)
Let U = ¿ie »© Ru¡ where F«¡ £ Um, for i ¿ 2 and Fu2 S RfF1.

Define / : M onto 17by

/(m;)

= u,

ii # 1) ]
> so ker/ £ Fm2.

fimf) = uy +u2

J

To see that the given decomposition of U cannot be lifted, suppose /(x¡) = ut
(i = l,2;x¡eM). Then

so

that,

fixf)

= Uy=>Xy = my — m2 + am2

(a e F),

f(x2)

= u2=>x2 = m2 +bm2

(beP),

since

Pe'1ml

= 0,

Pe'1x2

= Pe~1m2

( # 0) = P'"lxv

Thus

(Fx2) n (Fxt) 9¿ 0 and the decomposition cannot be lifted.
(2) =>(3). Again suppose (3) is false and define M as above. Choose p in F but
not in F2. Then U = Rmy©R(my+pe~im2)®X¡^y2®Rmi
is an unliftable
decomposition of a submodule of M.
3. Uniqueness. For definitions of minimal lifting and minimal epimorphism see

the beginning of §2.
Theorem 3.1. Let f:M onto U= -Ei67©l7f be a homomorphism of Rmodules for which two minimal liftings M = M0® 2ZieI®M¡ = N0® 2Zi£l@Nt
exist. Suppose, for each i # 0, that every minimal epimorphism of M¡ onto
itself is 1-1 (a condition satisfied whenever M¡ is projective or satisfies the ACC).

Then
(1) M0 = N0and for i # 0 there exist isomorphisms
the following diagrams commute

q¡: M¡ onto N¡ such that

My -^->iVf

Ui
(2) For every subset J of the index set 1 U {0},

(m = I ®Mj) ®(
\

jeJ

J

I

\jelu(0}-J

®Nj).
J

Proof. First we verify the assertion in parenthesis. If g maps M¡ onto the
projective module Mh then M¡= (ker g) © M' for some M'. Minimality of g then
implies that kerg = 0. On the other hand, if M¡ satisfies the ascending chain
condition, but g were not 1-1, then the infinite ascending chain
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0 c ker g cz ker g2 cz ker g3 <zz■■■

would yield a contradiction.
Now let p; be the projection map: M -* M, and q¡ the projection map: JV-> JV,,
and fix an index i / 0. We now establish the diagram in (1).
Take m¡eM¡ and write it in terms of the JV's: m, = Zy^/m,) (a finite sum).
Applying / and using directness of £,- , ¡ © U¡ we conclude

(3)

/(m,) = Mm,)

(i # 0)

and hence 17,= /(Aí¡) = /(<z,(M,)). Thus <?¡(M¡)is a submodule of JV, which is
mapped by / onto all of [/,. Minimality off : JV,-* (7,then implies that #,(M,) = JV¡.
Because of this and (3), the proof of the diagram in (1) will be complete if we can

show that q¡ is 1-1 on M¡.
To do this, observe that by symmetry Piqi(M¡) = p^Ni) = M, so that if we
canshow p¡q¡ to be a minimal epimorphism, then it will be 1-1 by hypothesis, and
hence q¡ will be 1-1. Hence take a submodule Lçz M¡ and suppose that p¡q¡(L) = M¡.

Then Ul=f(Mi)=fpiqi(L)=fqi(L)=f(L)
(by (3) and symmetry). But then
minimality of / : M, -» U¡ implies L = M, as desired.
Before showing M0 £ JV0we establish (2). Let J be a subset of / U {0} and let
K = (I U {0}) —J. Suppose, for definiteness, that OeK. This is possible without
loss of generality since we have shown that M, £ JV,for i # 0 and hence the roles
of M, and JV, can be interchanged. Define

q J: Z © Mj = MJ onto Z ®Nj = NJ by qJ (! Z m,-) = Z fymy.
Since 0 $ J, qJ is an isomorphism (by the part of (1) which has already been
established). Now consider the homomorphism

crt- (s «,)
which maps (all of )M onto M J. This homomomorphism is clearly idempotent
and its kernel is JVK= 2,keK® Nk. Thus M = MJ ®NK, and (2) is proved.
Finally, by (2), M0 © Mr = M = JV0© M1 so that M0 £ M/M' £ JV0, completing the proof of the theorem.
We now state a theorem dual to the preceding one. However we omit the proof
which is also dual to the previous one. Given a submodule U of a module M we
will call a decomposition M = M0 ® Z,e ¡ ® M, an essential lifting of a decomposition U = E,s / © L7,if each M¡(i # 0) is an essential extension of 17,.

Theorem 3.2. Let U =U0® S,eI©(7, be a submodule of a module M for
which two essential liftings M = M0 © Z,e/©M, = JV0© Z,eI© JV, exist.
Suppose, for each ¿#0, that every monomorphism of M, onto an essential submodule of itself is onto all of M, (a condition satisfied whenever M, is injective

or satisfies the DCC). Then
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(1) M0 S N0; and for i # 0, M¡ S A7,over U¡.
(2) For eac/i subset J of the index set I U {0},

M = ( I, ®Mj) ® (
\ ieJ

J

S

© JV,.) .

\]eIu{o)-J

J

The two theorems of this section contain the uniqueness of the projective cover
and injective hull. (Let the given module be 17, take M0= 0,/a one-element set,
and M projective or injective.) The following couniqueness and exchange properties are also immediate consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 (merely choose
/ to be a one-element set).
Corollary
3.3. Let a module homomorphism f : M onto U be given and
suppose there exist two decompositions
M = M0 © My = N0 © Ny where

fiMf) = f(N0) = 0 and f'.Mt-*U
and f:Ny-+U
Then M0 S JV0.In fact M = M0 © Ny = N0 ® My.

are projective covers.

Corollary
3.4. Let U be a submodule of a module M and suppose that there
exist two decompositions M = M0 © My = N0 © Ny where My and Ny are
injective hulls of U (in particular,
both contain U). Then M0 £ N0. In fact
M = M0®Ny=N0®My.
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